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Prologue 

The Museum of Future Technology… 

 

 …had been experiencing strange phenomena that had often shaken its occupants to the 

core... 

 

Especially en masse... 



 

And worse had happened - as tears in the fabric of space/time had appeared… 

 

And even worse, people began slip-sliding around in sewage spills… 



 

And even worse than that, the great shakes and tears had been caused by Time Storms… 

 



…that had something to do with the museum's own Tunnel Temporale… 

 

…but no one knew why. And now the very structure of the edifice itself - and the lives of 

all those who lived, worked, or visited, the great establishment were at risk. 

So let the story of Rudi, Valentine, Miles, Chester, and Magnuss continue... 

 

Chapter 1 

It had taken the SubRoboSecGuas many hours of staring at CCTV footage before they 

discovered who was responsible for the museum staff's failure to discover the whereabouts 

of the outlaw gang responsible for sabotaging the Tunnel Temporale, known as The Eco-

Warriors... 



 

But they'd found the video evidence... 

 

And now the security chief, known as RoboSecGua, was going to have words with those 

responsible concerning their shabby work. Naturally it went directly to the sewage workers 

central plop-stirring facility... 



 

"Vile." It said. 

And that seemed to set the tone for the robot’s approach to the sewage workers 

themselves... 

 

"You," he bellowed electronically through his forward-facing speaker grille, "are totally 

useless!" 

It was quite an opening gambit. It caught the attention of the other sewage worker… 



 

"Get lost, copper." The second plop-stirrer shouted across the narrow divide. "You're just 

law enforcement: what do you know about removing all the foul waste products of the 

Museum of Future Technology? What’s got you all stirred up anyway?" 

RoboSecGua told them about the CCTV footage that included their abject failure when 

searching for the Eco-Warriors. It also called them names, which wasn't taken well. In fact 

it was taken so badly that they complained to their union representative about the security 

officer's foul language… 

 

 

"We'll have their guts for garters." The union rep informed the complainants. "I'll put in 

a call to the curators immediately - after you've vacated this office of course; it’s a bit 

cramped in here" 



So the sewage workers departed in a better frame of mind; but neither of them felt inclined 

to return to their posts; but instead visited the Café Puke for a slice of tortilla and a café 

con leche. This was to have ramifications. But more of that later...  

With the Robot Ticket Collector out of service, the fourth day of the Earplug Brother's 

visit to the Museum of Future Technology started with the employment of an earplug 

ticket collector - in the shape of the Gardener. Unfortunately his natural disposition tended 

towards offensiveness, and to back him up – should someone should come over all stroppy 

- he had two mean-spirited cheese rinds to growl menacingly… 

 

"Yeah, whadda ya want?" He asked rudely of his first two prospective customers, who had 

flown in especially to visit the museum. 

"We were rather hoping to visit the museum." They replied politely. 

"Got a ticket?" The Gardener inquired. 

"Er, no." The male foreign earplug answered. "We planned to purchase one at the door."  

The female added: "Like our friends, Mr and Mrs Spindly, did." 

"I don't have any change." The Gardener responded. "I don't have any tickets either. So I 

suppose it's tough luck - you can't come in." 

"But we've come such a long way...." Both earplugs complained. 

"Look," the Gardener said, as he eyed the vicious beasts beside him suggestively, "I've 

tried to be polite; but since you're so thick I can only suggest that you sod off back to 

where you came from, and stay there until you die of old age." 

Then, quite unexpectedly, this happened... 



 

Mr & Mrs Spindly had shot the Gardener with a tranquilizer gun, and kicked the cheese 

rinds up the rear end so hard that they ran away yelping. 

"Agnes!" Mrs Spindly called out with joy. "Arthur! We're so glad you could come. Get 

yourself inside before this oaf wakes up again." 

"I'll call the hospital." Her husband said. "I think I misread the dosage. With any luck the 

buffoon is dead." 

 A short while after this incident, the maintenance department despatched a trainee Robot 

Ticket Collector to the museum's front entrance. It arrived just in time to watch members 

of the sewage workers guild carry off the slumbering gardener… 

 

It felt uncertain, and it didn't like the way that its heavy hat made it lean to one side. So it 

went back inside for a moment… 



 

Seconds later a far more confident Robot Ticket Collector returned - thanks entirely to the 

acquisition of its chief engineer's fishing hat... 

 

Meanwhile, elsewhere in the Museum of Future Technology, Doctor Snippentuck released 

Wonky, Poppy, Princess Agatha, Android, Mandy, and Candy from their enforced 

convalescence… 

 



Vic and Bob (forgiven for their part in the zombie rampage of the previous day) were 

allowed to collect their would-be girlfriends. As they strolled by the futuristic public urinal 

that Dr Snippentuck had the maintenance crew install directly outside his clinic's side 

entrance, they discussed locations at which they might end the past period of their lives. 

Naturally Vic and Mandy elected to spend time together upon a vast white plain where any 

nosey bleeder with a decent telescope could see them, and take long-range photographs… 

 

Android and Princess Agatha preferred the Hall of Mirrors... 

 

...in which their features might appear huge and bloated. 



Bob was in favour of visiting the cemetery where he hoped Candy could brace herself 

against the farting stump, and enjoy a kiss and cuddle… 

 

But Candy was less certain: she was afraid that she might break wind in all the excitement, 

and possibly knock several gravestones over with the power of her delivery. 

Naturally Wonky and Poppy chose a warm comfortable spot where folk seldom wandered. 

They chose the Sewage Workers Union meeting room… 

 

"What do you hope for in the future?" Poppy inquired of Wonky. 



Instead of replying, the turquoise android drew an incredibly detailed picture that was so 

accurate that it could have been mistaken for a photograph... 

 

"Wed?" Poppy squealed with delight. "You want to marry me? Oh I’m so pleased. When 

shall we do it?" 

Wonky drew another picture... 

 



"Oh wonderful." She gushed. "Quick, show me the way to the Sewage Workers Union 

table-tennis hut: I’ve heard that the Treasurer has a license to marry people!" 

Although the Time Storms were scary and highly disruptive, Cushions Smethwyke was 

more concerned with the creature that she had designated Nature Beast, running around 

the place with dangerous red algae dripping from his turn-ups. She also fancied a famous 

bounty hunter by the name of Hunting Provost; so it seemed a logical course of action to 

call him up, and invite him to hunt down the strange greeny-orange earplug. So, a short 

while later... 

 

...the famous bounty hunter arrived via the control suite elevator. Naturally, since she 

fancied him something rotten, Cushions had failed to mention Hunting's imminent arrival 

to any of the other curators, and so had the 'hunk' all to herself. But all too soon it was 

down to business; and she invited him to hop beside her aboard the Omnipresent 

Scanner... 

 



...to show Hunting Provost what he was up against. Unfortunately she was so excited by the 

closeness of the famous bounty hunter that she lost control of the scanner. As a result 

Hunting saw Widderspoon Flange leading some new recruits through an induction 

course… 

 

"Scary." He said. "Those eyes are sheerest evil." 

Then she hit the correct button... 

 

"Flip me backwards and punch me in the mouth: that's horrible!" He yelled. "Let me at 

it!" 

So shortly Cushions and Hunting vacated the control suite, and joined the throng that 

travelled the main thoroughfare… 



 

He showed her his special mag-lift motorcycle upon which he did much of his hunting.  

"Maybe I'll take you for a ride when I've done." He suggested. 

"I can't wait." She replied breathlessly. 

Then he was gone about his task - like the big show-off that he was... 

 

...scattering museum staff, and amusing a rubber bung. 

 



"Oh my God." Cushions whispered to herself. "Look at him go. I wish he'd take me on a 

ride like that!"  

And even when he'd disappeared from Cushion's view he couldn't help but show off his 

prowess aboard a mag-lift bike... 

 

But it wasn't all play and no work. Indeed he quickly set about interviewing those who had 

witnessed Nature Beast personally and up-close… 

 



"I thought he looked quite sweet." The weightlifter informed Hunting Provost. 

"I nearly soiled my underwear." Gray-Vee confessed. 

"I went so boss-eyed," the Cyclops android told him, "that my eyes combined and now I 

look like this." 

"Thank you, babes." He said to all three girls. "I think I have all the information I need. 

Now it's just a matter of time before I snare my quarry." 

A short while later the same Cyclops android met with her 'friend'… 

 

"I wonder where we can take our relationship." The Cyclops zombie said. 

The Cyclops android was uncertain how to respond. Looking down from the old 

battlements upon the cemetery…  

 



…she wondered if it wasn't something of an omen. She said as much... 

 

"I think we need some advice." She said. "And I think I know who to get it from." 

Chapter 2 

So whilst Hunting Provost  went about his business, the former inhabitant of the sub-strata 

caves and tunnels - Cray-Zee - had grown concerned about the viability of his 'new look' 

that Dr Snippentuck had given him  in the hope that he wouldn't scare people trouser-less 

whenever he met them in the street. His sister- Gray-Vee - sympathised and suggested that 

he use the Tunnel Temporale (while no one was looking) to travel back to the early 

nineteen-eighties where he might acquire a new ‘hair-do’... 

 



And, to a certain extent, the idea was a rip-roaring success, because when Cray-Zee re-

emerged he came back with the most outrageous hair cut ever seen in the Museum of 

Future Technology... 

 

"Holy heck," Gray-Vee wailed, "you can't go out in public looking like that: you look like 

a centurion in a marauding one-earplug army!" 

"Nonsense." Cray-Zee responded. "Folk will love it. Let's go show me off." 

But a while later... 

 



...several passers-by made uncomplimentary comments. But worse was to come when... 

 

...a SubRoboSecGua accused him of being a public nuisance and instructed him to depart 

the area immediately. Of course, feeling utterly shamed, Cray-Zee hid himself away in his 

cave... 

 

...and refused all his sister's imploring. And when Gray-Vee's back was turned he visited a 

local suicide ledge... 

 



But fortunately Gray-Vee arrived in time to persuade him to visit the arboretum to think 

things through... 

 

But still Cray-Zee couldn't be convinced to give up his idea of causing his own demise, and 

he threatened to eat... 

 

...some deadly poisonous moss, and throw himself into a murky pond full of silicon-

chomping piranha... 



 

So Gray-Vee did the unthinkable; she made an appointment for her brother with Dr 

Snippentuck. 

"Help," she screamed into her phone, "my brother is a complete idiot. What can I do?" 

"Bring him 'round for testing." Snippentuck suggested. "I'll warm up the Moron Device." 

So, a while later Doctor Snippentuck oversaw Cray-Zee's mental and physical exercise 

upon the Moron Device… 

 

"Well whatta ya think?" Cray-Zee called over his shoulder whilst his dextrous fingers flew 

back and forth across the keypad. 

Dr Snippentuck consulted a read-out. "You're a moron." He announced. "But I have good 

news for you: a specialist hair dresser should be able to cure you. I'd suggest you visit Dr 

Pox: he's very good: he sorts out all my mess-ups. I'll just give him a call." 



So before the hour was up Cray-Zee found himself in the pink clinic and the capable hands 

of Doctor Pox... 

 

"What the hell is this hair?" Dr Pox asked gently. "I'll just get my garden shears from 

the shed." 

Cray-Zee had often lived up to his birth name; but ensconced within Dr Pox's futuristic 

barber's chair, his fear of both continued life and the garden shears, transformed him into 

the most timid and sane earplug in the entire edifice. "Be gentle with me." He whimpered. 

A half-hour later, and following protracted conversations about holiday destinations, 

uncomfortable gusseting, quasi-political religionism, and the release of much doctorly 

sweat... 

 



"Would sir care to look in the mirror?" Dr Pox inquired. 

Cray-Zee was only too keen. He couldn't wait to see the hoped-for transformation. 

 

 

"You're a genius, Doc." He announced. "Do you take plastic, or would a stolen DVD 

player cover the bill?" 

Of course, after that, he went in search of his sister: after all it was time to celebrate... 

 



Gray-Vee knew exactly what she wanted to do; so very soon... 

 

Well what Gray-Vee suggested shook Cray-Zee to the core. "What?" Cray-Zee exclaimed 

as Gray-Vee hired a pair of hover mats from Mister Stovepipe-Hat. "But it aint natural." 

He argued. "You can't fly, Gray-Vee!" 

But Gray-Vee believed otherwise and within seconds she had risen from the ground… 

 

Well if there was one thing guaranteed to galvanise Cray-Zee into action, it was his sister 

doing something really stupid. With a battle cry that would have struck fear into an army 

of attack robots from the future, he launched skyward, and much to Mr Stovepipe-Hat's 

delight this happened... 



 

"Wow," Cray-Zee cried out with glee as he pursued Gray-Vee across an azure backdrop, 

"this flying stuff is really groovy. Life's worth living after all!" 

Meanwhile Hunting Provost was hot on the trail of Nature Beast - not that the strange 

creature was aware of the fact, of course. Hunting had used his brains - rather than brawn 

- inasmuch that he'd hired a pair of floozies (from behind the counter at the cafe that 

specialised in really horrible coffee) to stand around in a provocative stance that he 

believed would be irresistible to the basic, almost instinctive, Nature Beast. But when the 

prey finally arrived at the place of Hunting's choice, in a quiet corner of a seldom-used side 

street... 

 



..he walked straight past them without breaking his stride or displaying a tremble in his 

knees. With good reason the two floozies felt insulted: they were, after all, unbearably 

attractive. So, in an attempt to rescue the situation, and to give the weird earplug a second 

chance, they scurried along in front of Nature Beast - determined to gain his interest… 

 

They tried smiling and blowing kisses - but to no avail: Nature Beast merely continued his 

resolute march towards an unknown destination without a flicker of emotion. Then 

Hunting recalled details of the attack upon the Woven Expanse android. It gave him an 

idea. So he quickly sent the floozies an instruction via hidden earpieces. 

"Keep your backs turned to him." He commanded them. "And wiggle your bums." 

Well, for Nature Beast, the sight of wiggling backsides was like a red rag to a bull. With 

breath snorting from his nostrils like hot springs upon a midwinter's day in a mountainous 

volcanic region where the planetary crust is thinner than normal, Nature Beast began 

chasing the floozies. This was just the moment that Hunting Provost had planned for. He 

revved up his mag-lift bike and shot forward... 

 



At this point in time Nature Beast still had no idea that he was the victim of the situation: 

but when a lasso wrapped itself around his powerful body he realised that he was no longer 

the master of his destiny… 

 

“Urk!” He croaked through a constricted nose. “Urk!” 

 And when, a short while later he discovered that a cage was his only home... 

 

…he said: "Nuts!" 

 But, as the famous hunter was congratulating himself upon a job well-done, his former 

wife was arriving at a trendy restaurant named Three Hits - just as the Earplug Brothers 

were about to enter it... 

https://hamsterbritain.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/jan26-004.jpg


 

"Hiya, boys," she yelled from the saddle of her bright pink mag-lift motorcycle, "do any of 

you handsome dudes know where I can find Hunting Provost?" 

 

Naturally none of them could accurately answer the question; but her bike grabbed their 

attention, and shook it until their eyes popped. 

"Sorry, no." Magnuss answered her. "I like your bike, by the way. Is it a Hardly-Worthit 

XL5?" 

Hunting Provost's former wife, whose name was Hair-Trigger Provost, was impressed with 

Magnuss's knowledge of mag-lift bikes. She introduced herself and said: "Would you like a 

ride?" 

Well Magnuss didn't trust himself with such a powerful machine; but Rudi stepped into 

the breach, and duly displayed skills that made everyone gasp in wonder... 

 



Especially when he did this... 

 

But it was Magnuss who got a ride on the back of the gorgeous female's bike... 

 

"You're cute." Hair-Trigger shouted as she scattered pedestrians to the wind's four 

quarters. 

"You're hardly a bucket of puke yourself." Magnuss bellowed loudly. "How'd you fancy a 

tasty meal at the Three Hits with me?" 

"I thought you'd never ask." Hair-Trigger replied with a smile. 

Whilst Magnuss Earplug busied himself getting to know Hair-Trigger Provost, the leading 

lady's former husband, Hunting, was feeling decidedly invigorated by his successful 

capture of Nature Beast ... 



 

...and fancied treating himself to some clean underwear. So... 

 

...soon he was introducing himself to Vanilla Redbush... 

 

"Hi, Miss Redbush." He said loudly. "How'd you like to scrub a set of famous bounty-

hunters underpants?" 



His presence hadn't gone unnoticed by two passers-by - those being Cray-Zee and Gray-

Vee. Naturally Vanilla invited Hunting inside, which left Cray-Zee with an opportunity 

that he simply couldn't resist taking… 

 

"Cray-Zee, are you crazy?" Gray-Vee squealed. “If Hunting Provost finds you've stolen 

his bike...well he'll hunt you down, and throw you in the cage with that Nature Beast 

thing!" 

"Don't care." Cray-Zee replied. "I just gotta do this: It's something I've always dreamed 

about during my miserable life under ground. If Vanilla's dried out his clean underpants 

before I get back, tell him I'm sorry." 

With that he rode off towards the Alpine Exhibit, where he hoped to kick up massive 

rooster-tails of snow from his stolen machine's rear thruster... 

 



But something caught his eye and caused him to pause. It was snowing, which was 

impossible because the snow in the Alpine Exhibit was entirely artificial. So, in a state of 

confusion, he continued onwards across the bridge… 

 
 

Well when he reached the other side, all thoughts of rooster tails were banished. 

"Weird stuff, man." He said to himself before beating a hasty retreat. 

His unplanned, random route took him next to the Woven Expanse... 

 

…which (to his untrained eye) also appeared frozen. So he carried on to the Wide Blue 

Yonder, which looked suspiciously similar… 



 

He wondered just how far and wide the sudden bitter cold had spread; so he carried on to 

the Obsidian Plain, which was every bit as horrible… 

 



As was Glazed Park, when he rode Hunting Provost’s machine closer to the main building 

again… 

 

And when he tried the pseudo-ice skating rink, he not only found it frozen with real ice; 

but also a disconcerted Charles had preceded him and was taking depth measurements... 

 



"What do you think, Chuck?" Cray-Zee asked in a friendly manner. 

Charles shuddered before answering with: "What I think we're seeing," Charles' teeth 

chattered as he spoke, "is the arrival of a new ice-age." 

Cray-Zee nodded more sagely at this assertion than at any time in his life previously - 

before re-mounting his stolen machine, and making best speed for the Nul-Space Power 

Generator’s surface heat exchanger… 

 

"Oh, by the Saint of All Earplugs," he wailed into the teeth of a fridged breeze when he 

surveyed the carnage wrought by the cold, "we're all gonna turn to stone!" 

But even his own exclamations couldn't convince him totally, so he took an elevator to the 

roof... 

 



"No wonder my teeth are huddling together for warmth," he muttered through chapped 

lips, "the cold has even penetrated the advanced insulation of the Museum of Future 

Technology's futuristic roof!" 

 

His next thought was of the arboretum. But conditions there were as bad as he'd feared… 

 

"Nice hat." He said to the solitary rubber bung that he found there. 

"Thanks." The rubber bung replied. "I'm hoping to enter the next hat-wearing contest, 

and I came out here to practise alone. I'm glad I chose a warm one to try first: but I'd 

gladly swap it for fur-lined long-johns." 



So after a quick look out of the potting shed window...and the tumbling snow outside... 

 

…he decided that there was nothing he could do to rectify the situation, and duly made 

best speed for the nearest bar, in which to drown his sorrows in a bottle of crème de 

menthe and a packet of pork scratchings. 

 

Chapter 3 

Meanwhile Auntie Doris and K’Plank the Space Wanderer had chosen to go hover-matting 

too. Doris had already launched by the time that K’Plank finished paying. Quickly he took 

flight... 

 

...and went in pursuit of his chosen female. 



 

"Oh, K’Plank," Doris cried out as the expert hover mat pilot matched velocities with her 

own, "I once mooned upon a mag-lift motorbike: do you think we could try it up here? It 

would be ever so daring: we might even make the front page of the local paper!" 

Naturally K’Plank was all for the idea, but unfortunately a strange special effect (caused 

by the remnants of the time storm that had made the ice-age begin) chose that moment to 

strike… 

 

Quickly their mats power supply reduced alarmingly... 



 

...and they tumbled to earth in the empty arboretum skate park, where they watched with 

envy as Cray-Zee mounted his mag-lift bike and whooshed away upon it like a scalded 

loony in need of a drink, which, of course, he was… 

 

So, in need of protection from the biting wind, Doris and K’Plank committed an unnatural 

act (for them at least) by clambering among the foliage... 



 

But even there they were frozen almost solid, and K’Plank even dropped his rented hover 

mat and didn't give a monkies about the credit card bill that was sure to follow. And a 

short while later both earplugs had become hopelessly lost… 

 

But help was at hand - or at least at 'nose'... 

 

"You know what you two are, don't you?" A sarcastic SubRoboSecGua said, as it 

discovered them shivering together. 



"Lost and cold?" Doris suggested. 

"Dippy idiots." The SubRoboSecGua replied. "Only dippy idiots would go to the 

arboretum in the middle of a new ice-age. Hop aboard: I'll take you back." 

And elsewhere SubRoboSecGuas were spreading themselves thin trying to round up all the 

Museum of Future Technology inhabitants who were now in danger of freezing as solid as 

steel. Particularly cold-blooded inhabitants... 

 

...such as Mary, Raj, and Kevin who stood alone upon Knob Hill - daring the elements to 

drive them from their ancestral home. 

"Mary," Raj said to the only female zombie present, "I haven't seen you so inert since you 

were alive and kicking and working as a cashier!" 

But their determination to remain was weakened when the aforementioned 

SubRoboSecGua arrived without fanfare.... 

 



"Oi, you fish-eyed whelks." It bellowed in a not unpleasant baritone. "Knob Hill's out of 

bounds right now; so sod-off to the crypt, the lot of you!" 

The fact that it was actually snowing real snow in the Alpine exhibit utterly eluded Yu-

Wah and Wah-Hey as they waited upon the bridge for the arrival of Rudi and Valentine… 

 

"I'm glad we decided to wear thermal underwear." Wah-Hey said to her sister. "I think 

it's almost cold enough to freeze our buttocks together." 

Yu-Wah's mind was elsewhere and she was only half-listening: "You want to freeze your 

buttocks to mine?" She said in a shocked tone. "That sounds a bit odd to me!" 

"No." Wah-Hey responded. "I mean freezing our left and right buttocks together!" 

The misunderstanding continued: "What? But if you do that you won't be able to fart. 

You'll bloat out horribly. You'll look like we both did when Rudi and Valentine first met 

us. Do you really want to be a big ugly thing in a hover bowl again?" 

But Wah-Hey had given up, and she'd also fallen asleep… 

 



But she woke up quickly enough when she heard Rudi and Valentine calling… 

 

"Anyone for snowballs?" Rudi inquired. "They're so life-like I'd swear they were really 

real!" 

 

But instead they chose to toboggan down the only steep slope in an otherwise virtually flat 

representation of the futures Alps… 

 



And as the slope's gradient lessened, the naturally occurring cold began to affect the boy's 

bladders… 

 

 

"Gotta take a leak, man." Rudi called across to his brother. 

"Ditto, bro." Valentine called back. 

So, without further ado, whilst the girls tittered behind them, the brothers took care of 

business... 

 



Moments later the foursome were on their way – to warm up with a ghastly cup of coffee in 

the Café Puke. And before you could say Lucifer Foghorn, a snow plough arrived... 

 

...only to discover twin pools of frozen earplug urine in the pristine snow. 

"Who the flip did this?" The driver roared. "If I catch them I'll run them into the ground 

and mince them to pieces with my plough blade!" 

It was clear that the snow plough driver had seen more than his fair share of urine stains 

during his career, and he could have been forgiven for being so angry that he totally 

missed the rumble and hiss of an approaching time storm. It hit just as he dismounted to 

test the urine for DNA... 

 



In an instant the snow plough driver was transformed into an ancient earplug, and his 

plough destroyed by the passage of time and subsequent lack of maintenance. Interestingly 

(though the snow plough driver never noticed) Rudi's and Valentine's urine stains 

remained - possibly until time itself came to an end. But recognising the disaster that had 

befallen him for what it was, the snow plough driver made straight for the Tunnel 

Temporale… 

 

Having done so he sent himself back in time to a point just a few moments before the 

original time storm struck… 

 



"Oi, Bobby," the older snow plough driver warned his earlier, younger self, "I'm you from 

about twenty seconds in the future. A time storm's about to hit and you really don't wanna 

end up looking like me. Get your butt down offa that thing!" 

Well young Bobby didn't hesitate. He ran like heck... 

 

And when the time storm arrived there was no snow plough driver to age, so Bobby 

discovered himself alone with a very aged snow plough... 

 



"This is gonna take some explaining." He said - Rudi's and Valentine's urine stains 

forgotten completely. 

Unaware of events that had occurred inside the Alpine exhibit, Rudi and Yu-Wah, and 

Valentine and Wah-Hey decided to find somewhere special to enjoy themselves. 

Valentine and Wah-Hey considered aerial canoodling… 

 

And Rudi and Yu-Wah fancied getting their electrons stripped in the particle 

accelerator… 

 



But in the end they went for far more practical locations. Rudi and Yu-Wah chose the 

Museum of Future Technology's roof, where it was rumoured the oxygen depleted air 

made them sing at least an octave higher... 

 

And Valentine and Wah-Hey opted for the back row of the cinema where Las Chicas De 

La Playas spotted them and were subsequently pig-sick with envy… 

 



Chapter 4 

Whilst Rudi and Valentine were busy having fun, their three brothers, Miles, Chester, and 

Magnuss, were receiving an award from the grateful management of the Museum of 

Future Technology… 

 

"Please accept these Golden Trilbies of Gratitude for your sterling recent work." Montagu 

said in his best stentorian tone. 

Neither Earplug had the faintest idea why they were being so honoured, but smiled 

anyway. Cushions Smethwyke must have noticed the slight hesitation in the curvature of 

their lips: "It's for bringing the idea of time storms to our attention." She explained. 

"Oh." Was all that Magnuss could think to say. 

Widderspoon Flange did rather spoil the occasion by adding: "Of course it hasn't actually 

helped us one jot. The Tunnel Temporale is still operating, and the time storms are as 

frequent as ever." 

"Yeah." Miles responded. "It's a sod, isn't it!" 

Then it was their turn to take the proffered hats and clamber up a ladder to the top of a 

vast pedestal normally reserved for war heroes and TV personalities… 



 

…where the press could take photos against the backdrop of the cavernous Grand Hall… 

 



Unfortunately they were then called to replace their trilbies with sombreros, and perform 

a rendition of Los Caballeros Stupido, which none of them enjoyed, and sang pitifully... 

 

One member of the watching crowd was a very drunk Cray-Zee, who, sick of crème de 

menthe and Chester's vile tenor voice, leapt aboard his stolen mag-lift bike and raced off 

across the Woven Expanse... 

 

...and blindly on to the Wide Blue Yonder where his level of inebriation was such that it 

caused him to believe that the perfectly flat surface was undulating like an ageing earplug 

with trapped wind... 



 

And finally into the Arboretum, where he found several earplugs adopting the ways of the 

ancients by sitting around a camp fire... 

 



…where he thought, "Ah, flip it!" and sat down to warm up and talk about better times 

that were bound to come - if - if the Earplug Brothers ever got their backsides into gear 

and sorted the situation out. 

Elsewhere, meanwhile, in a nearby part of the Museum of Future Technology, Gobby 

found himself speaking with the Spindlies... 

 

"Yes," he said as he told them of his adventure in Vanilla Redbush's wash room, "she 

placed me upon a pedestal: proclaimed me a 'Soap God': then she buried me alive!" 

"I imagine you were very grateful for your power of back-pedalling time." Mr Spindly 

said with concern in his voice. 

"Indeed I was." Gobby agreed. "But she keeps calling on the 'phone and sending text 

messages. She promises not to kill me, but she can't live without my immense talent for 

scrubbing underpants. But I don't dare visit her: She's a mad as a tartan haggis!" 

Mrs Spindly had a suggestion: "We have a high-velocity rifle: but might I suggest that you 

have a word with those wonderful Earplug Brothers first: they seem to have an answer for 

every problem." 

So a short while later... 

 



"She doesn't need a Soap God," Gobby wailed at Valentine, "she needs someone as mad as 

her, who will pull her pants up over her head when she gets weird and uppity." 

"I think we know just the guy." Miles whispered over Valentine's shoulder. 

"Leave it to us." Rudi said to Gobby. 

An even shorter while later the boys intercepted Gray-Vee whilst she was walking Cushion 

Smethwyke's pet cheese rind, Rover… 

 

"Hey, Gray-Vee," Chester called carelessly, "has that head-case brother of yours been 

hanging around recently?" 

Gray-Vee informed them that her brother had taken to drink; mag-lift bike riding; and 

sitting around camp fires. 

"How'd you think he'd go for a full-time girlfriend?" Rudi inquired. 

"Wild end caps couldn't hold him back." Gray-Vee answered without hesitation. "He's a 

desperately lonely earplug."  

So a quick' phone call later Cray-Zee (now returned from the Arboretum, and feeling 

rather fragile) answered a knock at the door of his rented room... 

 



"Holy heck!" He roared when he looked into the eyes of his visitor. "You're so beautiful: 

why are you knocking at my door?" 

Ordinarily Vanilla Redbush wouldn't have wandered into an exclusion zone of at least five 

hundred metres around some hairy-headed cave-dweller; but these weren't ordinary times, 

and this was no ordinary situation. Gobby's prowess had spoiled Vanilla. In fact it had 

turned her mind to madness: but fortunately the Earplug Brothers had combined their 

minds into one vast intellect with which they'd hypnotised the local gusset-scrubber, and 

now she sought but one thing: a nice, slightly mixed-up guy with a bad hair-do. Just to 

make sure that Cray-Zee would succumb to Vanilla's female wiles, Magnuss had 

hired Cory Turpentine, Shat and Beeki Spitoon, and the surviving Trumptations, Ootis 

Wolliums and Dunnis Idwards, to perform an a Capella version of the Trumptations' hit 

cool groove 'Foxy Mama I Sho'nuf Dig Your Superbad Love Thang' in a doo-wop style… 

 

"I haven't seen inside your rented room," Vanilla purred to Cray-Zee, "but I feel 

reasonably certain that it's absolutely ghastly, and not half as comfortable as my dinky 

little house that's bigger on the inside than on the outside." 

Vanilla must have been wearing an aphrodisiac perfume because Cray-Zee's response was 

most atypical: "I'm bigger on the inside than I am on the outside." He said in a half-

drunken stupor. "But if I’m not - at least my wash basin is." 



"Oh, how jolly." Vanilla said with a smile of confusion. "Would you care to walk this way: 

I have under-floor heating, a log burner, opaque shower curtains, and the deepest Belfast 

sink in all creation." 

Well with an offer like that, Cray-Zee could hardly refuse; so moments later Cray-Zee was 

off on another adventure. One that might last him the rest of his life! 

 

The Artificial Intelligence that ran all the non-essential services, such as tooth paste 

dispensers, ironing board procurement, and emergency earwigs, was growing more and 

more concerned with the ice-age that was impacting significantly upon its services... 

 



So it despatched an Avatar to speak with the Earplug Brothers about the subject, and to 

tell them to get the problem fixed. But before the Avatar had fully formed, another power 

(we'll call it The Supreme Being coz it looked like this... 

 

...and appeared to be in two places at one time) interrupted and gave the Avatar some 

important information. So when, finally, the Avatar appeared before the Earplug 

Brothers... 

 

...she was able to impart some really important news to the boys concerning Nature Beast. 



Chapter 5 

Well what the Avatar had to say dumbfounded all five earplugs. Well actually it 

dumbfounded only four of them: Miles simply said: "Flip." In a slow, disbelieving, kind of 

way. But even Miles (after giving the subject a few seconds thought) concluded that it 

made sense - sort of. Why wouldn't some omnipresent overseer create a scruffy-looking 

monstrosity who pinched android’s behinds in order to save the Museum of Future 

Technology from some future, preordained, disaster? In fact he was surprised that it hadn't 

happened before. "Very lax." He added quietly. 

"You must free Nature Beast from his incarceration." The Avatar informed the boys. 

"And instruct him to track down the Eco-Warriors. Only he has the nose for it. Hunting 

Provost is nothing more than a loud-mouthed bully who gets lucky once in a while. I'm so 

glad he's lost his bike." 

But whilst the Earplug Brothers were absorbing too much information, the zombified 

silver androids had grown bored with doing zombified android sort of things - like 

wandering aimlessly up and down buildings... 

 

...and had stumbled upon a secret garden that comprised nothing but pink right angles... 



 

"This is nice." White-Eyes opined. "Very pleasant hues." 

"It is a bit samey." Black-Eyes replied. "And where are the flowers? A garden is not a 

garden without flowers." 

"Sod flowers." White-Eyes snapped. "Since when has an oh-so-superior silver android 

that had been transformed into a mechanical zombie, given two hoots about flowers? You 

are cracking up." 

But what happened next made White-Eyes think that he was cracking up too! 

 



"Flipping heck." He bellowed. "It’s that bleeder, Mister Zinc - with a really stupid hat 

on!" 

"This isn't a stupid hat, you dozy twit." The apparition that resembled the banished 

Mister Zinc said in an annoyed tone. "It's a temporal transmitter. I'm sending this image 

of myself from eleventh century Ireland. From a peat bog to be more precise. I want you to 

do something for me - for which you will be hugely rewarded beyond your dreams of 

avarice." 

"Go on." Black-Eyes urged gently. 

Well a short while later the two silver androids found themselves outside a structure that 

resembled a defensive position... 

 

"They used to call them pill boxes." White-Eyes informed his partner. "They would often 

contain machine guns." 

"Great." Black-Eyes replied. "How do we get inside?" 

Well as luck would have it, someone had left the back door open... 

 



"Nice view." White-Eyes noted. "You can see for miles."  

"Don't need to." His chum replied. "That's because I have found an elevator door. Let's 

get down - literally." 

 

So before long they found themselves looking with awe at the foyer of Mister Zinc's secret 

bunker... 

 

"Don't say 'nice decor'." Black-Eyes said before the other android could speak. "Take it as 

read." 



"It is almost exciting." White-Eyes responded. "If I was not a zombified android I would 

be jumping up and down on the spot whilst squealing in a girly voice. I wonder where this 

will lead us?" 

The silver androids wandered Mister Zinc's bunker for quite a while before discovering an 

advanced Learning Machine. One that had been created to teach those that Mister Zinc 

most adored, admired, and tried to emulate: Silver Androids... 

 

"It is a juke box." White-eyes misidentified the device. 

"Does it have the Trumptations' 'Foxy Mama I Sho-nuf Dig Your Superbad Love Thang'?" 

Black-Eyes inquired. "I just love that hypnotic groove. Well I would if I wasn’t a zombie." 

In response White-Eyes switched the machine on, but he couldn't find the correct selector 

for any Trumptations hit records - or any other records for that matter. "Flipping piece of 

garbage." He growled. 

Of course (had the silver androids not been zombified) the device would have been 

imparting important information directly into their cybernetic brains. Information that 

would have led them to free Mr Zinc from his prison in the past, and re-instate him in his 

secret bunker, within which he could lay further plans for dominion over the Museum of 

Future Technology. But they had been zombified, and all Mister Zinc's plans had turned to 

rat droppings. 

"Let us look elsewhere." Black-Eyes suggested. 



With so many locations to choose from they finally settled upon a brief bridge that led to 

another door… 

 

From there they descended into a large silver-lined room… 

 



"Oh look how the floor lights up as we trundle, ever so slowly, around." White-Eyes 

observed enthusiastically. 

Black-Eyes was less impressed; but he did notice an extra-shiny mound in the centre of the 

room. Naturally White-Eyes jumped upon it…  

 

…and the small mound swelled into a huge mound… 

 

Then to their utter amazement a three-dimensional image of Mr Zinc appeared… 



 

Clearly it was a pre-recording because instead of saying: "Where the flip have you been? 

Time is precious you know!" It said, in a most kindly voice that was out of keeping with 

the real Mr Zinc: "My children: step aboard the transformer." 

So, with nothing else to entertain them, the zombified androids did as they were bid... 

 

"This is unusual." Black-Eyes said. 



"This apparition is entirely composed of photons and stray dust particles." White-Eyes 

verbalized his most recent observation. "If I squint hard enough I can see you through his 

ear holes." 

"You are troubled." The ethereal Mr Zinc said without preamble. "Let the transformation 

begin." 

"What do you suppose this transformation transforms?" White-Eyes inquired of his 

partner. 

Black-Eyes looked around them, spotted no one, and shrugged his shoulders. "Us, I guess." 

Alarm bells started ringing inside White-Eyes head. "Us?" He screamed – or would have 

done had he possessed lungs. 

But it was too late... 

 

...the transformation was complete. 

"Well flip me sideways." Black-Eyes exclaimed. "We're us again. Proper silver androids!" 

"And oh-so-special too!" A delighted White-eyes cried with cybernetic joy. 



 

"That was nice." Black-Eyes said as the image of Mr Zinc disappeared with a smug look 

upon its face. "I wonder what happens next." 

 

"Well personally, I think we should consider starting a new religion." White-Eyes 

suggested. "I'm quite a fan of Mr Zinc now – even though I feel, deep down inside, that 

this transformation is merely a temporary affair." 



Meanwhile Mister Pong, the owner of the Exotic Food Restaurant, had become morose and 

angry because the new transparent version of his establishment had not proven popular 

with his customers - particularly females who quickly tired of youngsters cycling by with 

compact cameras on their handlebars and taking photos up their skirts. Even Charles 

thought it was kaka... 

 

In fact Mr Pong and his daughters were really peeved.... 

 

So noting that the Three Hits was wowing folk from all over the Museum of Future 

Technology, he rented the outlet next door and named it the Snozzle Nozzle. He even 

splashed the cash by hiring Los Chicas De La Playas to look pretty in some publicity 

shots… 

 



"We're gonna wipe the floor with ‘em for sure now." He whispered to Yu-Wah and Wah-

Hey. "The coffee machine is going into the far right corner tomorrow morning; and the 

disco dancing dais arrives the day after." 

 

The girls couldn't wait. They both smiled broadly: they couldn't wait to get their sequins 

and afro wigs on. 

 

 

Chapter 6 

Meanwhile weightlifters began clamouring outside Doctor Snippentuck's door… 

 



"What's all this damned noise?" Thelma snapped at them. "Doctor Snippentuck is right in 

the middle of doing one hundred and twenty press-ups without pausing: he simply can't 

think for the ruckus you lot are kicking up!" 

"Sorry." The gang leader said as the others fell into a hush. 

"What do you want?" Thelma demanded. 

"Well it's like this," the gang leader, whose name was William, replied, “we’ve just spent 

the morning trying our hardest to be good weightlifters by producing farts in the visible 

spectrum."... 

 

"So?" Thelma asked curtly. 

"Well we weren't too bad at them." William explained. "But when we progressed to three-

dimensional gaseous anomalies, the best we could produce were a smattering of little white 

balls that smelt nasty."... 

 



"Hmmm..."Thelma said as she appraised her unwelcome visitors. "I suppose you could 

have a consultation with the good doctor." 

Then she invited them in… 

 

Naturally Dr Snippentuck put the weightlifters through a barrage of tests... 

 

The Magnetic Wave Resonator was particularly informative. It told Snippentuck exactly 

what he needed to know: that they were all true weightlifters, and that each of them had a 

talent for breaking wind in spectacular ways. So he trained them to use their bottoms in 

the correct manner, and before long... 



 

"There, I said you could do it." He said to the least talented body-builder. 

Whilst others managed more complicated patterns. And the little white ball producer and 

her best friend produced a rough-edged slab of some unidentifiable material that looked 

both tough and durable… 

 

 



"Wonderful!" Dr Snippentuck exclaimed with delight. "Who needs those prima donnas, 

Mandy and Candy? You're all hired!" 

Well word quickly got out that Dr Snippentuck was some sort of miracle-worker, and soon 

the yellow path that led to Snippentuck's clinic had... 

 

...the Old Grandmother’s Brigade wobbling along it in their hover bowls... 

 



"What's that?" Dr Snippentuck chuckled at their arrival at his clinic. "You want to be 

made big and tough? Like weight-lifters? No problem at all. Come in. Come in!" 

Meanwhile the Earplug Brothers had released Nature Beast; taken him to the arboretum; 

surrounded him: and finally used their combined telepathic energy to train the strange 

being for his mission… 

 

"Yeah, Nature Beast got it." Nature Beast grunted under the mental onslaught. "Nature 

Beast go now: find Eco-Warriors: show them error of ways." 

"You got it, dude." Rudi said with a half-smile. "Now on your way." 

Using his primitive talents, Nature Beast soon smelt his way in the direction of the 

camouflaged Eco-Warriors, who were busy breaking a valve that fed the Museum of 

Future Technology with an advanced form of gas... 

 



"Hey." Nature Beast called above the hiss of escaping gas. "No break gas valve: Nature 

Beast have words for you." 

Naturally Captain Verde and his brothers stopped to hear what the simple barbarian had 

to say… 

 

"You bad Eco-Warriors." Nature Beast opened. He followed this up with: "You got it all 

wrong: technology not bad: technology good. Life with no technology is kaka." 

"You talking the load'a rubbish." Captain Verde replied in his equally terrible Earplug-

British. "You not know flip what you is talking about!" 

"Nature Beast know." Nature Beast said slowly - and perhaps a little sadly. "Nature Beast 

prove it."  

With that he stuck out his tongue. It was hairy, gnarled, and misshapen. 

"Nature not fix Nature Beast's tongue." The owner of the hideous tonsil-tickler lamented. 

"Only Technology and Doctor Snippentuck make straight and smooth and lovely." 

Well it took a moment for the Eco-Warriors to assimilate this. Then they fled with utmost 

alacrity... 



 

Instinctively Nature Beast took off in immediate pursuit. "No run." He called out to those 

in front of him. "Nature Beast also have hairy arm pits too. I show you!" 

 

Which only caused the three eco-terrorists to redouble their efforts to escape. So Nature 

Beast chased them up hill.... 



 

And down dale... 

 

But eventually they ran out of places to run, so they dashed clean out of the Museum of 

Future Technology, where they were confronted with Major Flaccid and his team of 

military operatives... 



 

"Stop right there." Flaccid instructed them. He then added: "How'd you three fine, 

camouflaged, young guys like to join T.W.I.T?" 

"What does T.W.I.T mean? “Bug-eyed Bud inquired. 

"Tactical Weapon Intelligent Things." Flaccid replied. 

"Funny," Shiny-Dome Dom grunted, "I always thought it stood for Total Wallies Idiot 

Twerps." 

Then their pursuer arrived… 

 



"Holy heck!" Major Flaccid erupted. "I've never seen a more natural special forces soldier 

in my life. I don't know who you are, young earplug-thing, but I'll make you a sergeant 

right here and now if you agree to be a Twit." 

Nature Beast discovered that he enjoyed flattery. But: "Nature Beast think about it.” He 

replied. “Call you back when job finished." 

And so the pursuit continued. Meanwhile, upon the main thoroughfare, Auntie Doris was 

walking along with Chester, Miles, and Magnuss as they proudly showed off their Golden 

Trilbies of Gratitude… 

 

But coming along in the opposite direction was Luigi and his team of hat-wearing air 

freshener caps… 

 



"I suppose a you thinka you looka great in those a flipping silly ‘ats!" He half stated / half 

inquired in his appalling accent. 

"I'm the Earplug Brother’s auntie," Doris announced, "and I couldn't be more proud of 

them. You, on the other hand, are a bunch of arm-holes." 

Well to say that this riled Luigi would do Doris' statement an injustice. He almost blew his 

hat off. "I wanna the re-match." He bellowed. “My air freshener caps lost coz the Earplugs 

they got a the lucky. We show you how to wear a the ‘ats this time around." 

"Okay." Magnuss replied pleasantly. "We'll see you outside the cafetería that specialises in 

truly ghastly coffee in half an hour. But, just to make it a spectacle for the entire museum, 

we'll invite a few more teams along." 

Well half an hour closely resembles an eternity in the Museum of Future Technology, and 

when the appointed time arrived forty-two teams had assembled. The preliminary 

rounds came and went. Likewise the Last Chance Qualifier. Then only six teams remained 

for the Hat-Off. The first to stand before the scrutinisers (or scrutineers, as they were more 

properly known) and massed crowd were Montagu's Biological Android team... 

 

…who almost blew the crowd away with their panache and style. Next up was the Iberian 

team that comprised Dexter of Los Tapones, Consuela the nurse, and Alba of Las Chicas… 

 



But they were marked down for 'unoriginality'. 

"Too predictable." The crowd shouted at their disappointment. “We hate boinas. And 

sombreros are so passé. The blue bowler’s quite nice though.” 

Mr Pong's Restaurant team didn't do terribly well because... 

 

...although Mr Pong's hat was very nice and desperately ethnic; poor Yu-Wah and Way-

Hey had to make do with their mother's cast-offs, and refused to smile throughout the 

display. 

Then came the Soul Singers, in the form of Beeki Spitoon and the two surviving 

Trumptations... 

 



Although they looked undeniably cool, the accompanying insistent bass line really made 

people jittery and gave them a pounding headache. So it was on to the zombies... 

 

…whose hats were nothing short of stunning. But unfortunately zombies carried a stigma 

from their attempted take-over the day before, and they were told to get lost. Then it was 

down to the challengers. The air freshener caps. And what a display they put on! 

 

Luigi wore his usual hat. Alfonso's chef's hat was a killer. And Sophia's inflatable replica 

RoboSecGua should have won the contest for them. But Valentine, Rudi, and Magnuss 

wore a large yellow row-boat upon their heads… 

 



…and in doing so silenced any critics who might have argued that they had won the first 

contest by sheer luck. 

"Best of three?" Luigi called hopefully. 

"Get lost." Rudi replied. 

No one was certain when the Eco-Warriors had finally found a means whereby they could 

elude their would-be captor, Nature Beast; but it had happened, and Nature Beast felt 

terrible about his failure when he reported it to the Earplug Brothers… 

 

"Nature Beast do his best." Nature Beast said with a shrug of his green shoulders. "Eco-

Warriors too clever for simple soul like Nature Beast" 

Rudi sighed. It seemed that Nature Beast was right. "The Creator made a right royal flip 

up." He said. "If I was a church-goer I'd stop going this instant." 

Valentine agreed: "Yeah, I don't believe in the Supreme Being; but if I did, I'd tell him 

that he was a big bum." 

Others were more outspoken: "I'd punch him in the face." Miles growled. 

"Me - I'm all for kicking him into next week." A supportive Chester added. 

"I think that anyone is entitled to one huge, toe-curling, gut-gripping, bowel-wrenching 

mistake once in their existence." Magnuss said. "I think we should chalk this up as our 

possible Creator's one huge, toe-curling, gut-gripping..." 



"Nose-sucking." Miles interjected. 

"...bowel-wrenching mistake." Magnuss finished. 

"Okay, it's so recognised." Rudi said as he took the metaphorical bull by the metaphysical 

horns. "Whatta we gonna do about it, bros?" 

"I think I know." Valentine volunteered. 

An hour later the two best bounty hunters in the Museum of Future Technology were 

working in tandem... 

 

Hunting Provost and his former wife, Hair-Trigger, raced at a frightening speed upon 

their toboggan down the sole slope found anywhere upon the entire Obsidian Plain. 

Hunting was thoroughly enjoying the rush of the wind. But eventually he turned his 

attention to the task at hand, which was the pursuit of the Eco-Warriors who also rode 

toboggans… 

 



"We've almost reached the bottom of the only hill on the Obsidian Plain." Hair-Trigger 

pointed out, possibly unnecessarily. "Then it's the tar pit." 

Hunting gnashed his teeth together. The sound of crunching molars helped him think. 

"Two-up we're slightly faster downhill." He shouted so that only Hair-Trigger could hear 

him. "But when we hit the tar pit our greater weight will cause us to sink whilst they will 

skip across the surface like pebbles on a mill-pond - and reach the safety of firm ground 

upon the other side." 

"Would you like me to leap bravely from this speeding toboggan?" Hair-Trigger offered. 

“At the appropriate moment, obviously.” 

Hunting was about to respond with, "I thought you'd never ask." But instead he had a 

wonderful idea: "The Obsidian Plain isn't naturally occurring." He said, as the thoughts 

formed in his laser-like mind. "It's built upon a shell of some sort of material - some of 

which dates back to who-knows-when. There must be all sorts of service devices buried 

beneath the surface." 

Hair-Trigger had worked with Hunting many times: she knew how his brain worked. 

"You steer." She said. "I'll give the control suite a call." 

Moments later, and within sight of the tar pit, results of that call began appearing in the 

shape of anti-cavalry stakes that came thrusting through the surface of the plain upon 

hydraulic rams… 

 

But the Eco-Warriors were skilled tobogganists, and with expert fingers they pulled the 

steering string this way and that to avoid the vicious spikes. 

"Bum, bum, bum, and bum!" Hunting bellowed in frustration. But a recollection of a past 

visit came to him. As a college graduate he'd attended a seminar on bounty hunting at the 



Museum. He recalled a special feature of the plain that most people probably would not 

have noticed. "There's a conveyor belt that runs from the main exhibition hall to the 

Obsidian Plain." He shouted into the walkie-talkie that Hair-Trigger held to his lips. "This 

is what I want you put on it." 

Thirty seconds later the anti-cavalry stakes were replaced with the special giant spectacles 

that allowed the user to see right around the world, then right up their neighbour’s trouser 

leg... 

 

Well naturally the Eco-Warriors had never seen up their neighbour’s trouser leg before, 

and were momentarily distracted. The result was pain, anguish, and capture... 

 



“Go on, you bunch of nere-do-wells.” Hunting shouted at his captives as he forced them to 

march across the Obsidian Plain… 

 

… “Last one in the Security Suite is a rotten egg!” 

The End (for now) 
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